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Abstract

This thesis introduces a novel deep-learning approach to seed generation for fuzzing engines by

utilizing a large language model (LLM) based on the Transformer architecture. We developed

a user-friendly and highly configurable application that implements this approach, which we

published on GitHub.1 Our implementation is compatible with various LLMs and different

state-of-the-art fuzzers, such as AFL++ and libFuzzer. The main advantage of this approach

is that it does not depend on a specific fuzzing technique or programming language. Another

advantage is that newer models can easily be configured in the application.

An experimental methodology was adopted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach

in improving the performance of state-of-the-art fuzzing in Go with libFuzzer. Various open-

source and closed-source models were fine-tuned for seed generation. These were evaluated

and compared against prompt-tuning using our implementation.

A comprehensive analysis of the results shows that the performance of state-of-the-art

fuzzing in Go can indeed be improved using LLMs for initial seed generation. This improve-

ment is most notable in the first 30 seconds of fuzzing, where fuzzing with seeds generated by

the best-performing models triggers a bug twice as likely compared to fuzzing without seeds.

Furthermore, we found that libFuzzer can discover a wider variety of bugs more quickly when

fuzzing with seeds generated by LLMs. This resulted in the discovery of several new bugs in the

libraries containing the code used during evaluation.

However, the significance of improvement is heavily influenced by several variables including

the model used for seed generation, the fuzzing test, and the specifications of the fuzzing

machine. Our findings reveal that, in general, the prompt-tuned CodeGen-Multi 16B and

prompt-tuned StarCoderPlus models are the best-performing models in increasing fuzzing

performance when used for seed generation in Go. This is done most effectively by starting with

fuzzing without seeds, utilizing the CPU, while seeds are generated using the GPU.

1https://github.com/elwint/seedai
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1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increasing trend towards using machine learning techniques

for vulnerability detection [11, 29]. For instance, we could use the supervised machine learning

paradigm and the classification task to classify whether an input, such as the source code of a

program, is vulnerable or not [39]. In the field of fuzzing, which is a technique for identifying

software bugs (including security bugs) by providing semi-random inputs to a program, machine

learning can be used to improve the performance of fuzzing engines to detect software bugs

more effectively [71].

There are various ways to apply machine learning in fuzzing [71]. One possible application

of machine learning in fuzzing is during seed generation. Fuzzing engines use seeds as initial

input to gather a base coverage of the program, which are later mutated by the fuzzing engine to

increase coverage to identify software bugs. Seeds can be generated by processing the source

code of a program, which can be considered a task similar to processing natural language (NL)

[74]. By understanding the context of the source code, including code comments, features can

be extracted that can be useful for fuzzing.

State-of-the-art machine learning techniques for natural language processing have recently

proven to be effective for a wide variety of tasks, including understanding and generating

programming languages (PL) [13, 20]. These techniques utilize a large language model (LLM)

such as GPT-4 [53], which is a deep neural network based on the Transformer architecture [65]

trained on a large amount of data.

Very recently, LLMs have also emerged in the field of fuzzing. During the course of this thesis

project, several papers have been published about utilizing LLMs for fuzzing [17, 18, 75]. These

studies mainly take advantage of the LLM’s capability to generate code to test compilers and

runtime engines, but they do not evaluate the use of LLMs for general-purpose fuzzing with

existing state-of-the-art fuzzers.

Other existing deep learning techniques in fuzzing often use a model based on long short-

term memory (LSTM) [71]. However, LLMs based on the Transformer architecture have already

demonstrated superior performance compared to LSTM models when it comes to processing

source code for a wide variety of tasks [20]. Another problem with existing techniques is that

they are not user-friendly or only implemented for a specific fuzzer. Furthermore, many existing

techniques are designed for a specific programming language and cannot easily be applied to

another programming language.

To address these challenges, we introduce a novel deep-learning approach to seed generation

for fuzzing engines using a state-of-the-art LLM based on the Transformer architecture. The

model processes the source code of a fuzzing test, including the underlying functions it calls, to

generate initial seed files. One advantage of this approach is that it does not depend on a specific

fuzzing technique or programming language. It also has an advantage over a vulnerability

prediction model because a fuzzer can prove if the code is vulnerable or not by exploiting the

bug using the generated seeds (by failing the fuzzing test).

Our approach requires a pre-trained state-of-the-art LLM that has been trained on data

containing the same programming language as the programs being tested, and natural language

(English) since source code may include English-written comments that can help the model to

understand the context. The Go programming language is the main programming language
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used within Ultraware, where this master thesis project was done. Therefore, we only focused on

this programming language during our research and evaluation. However, our approach should

also work with other LLMs trained or fine-tuned for other programming languages. Since there

are many different types of Transformer-based LLMs, we formulated the following research

questions for our approach:

RQ1: What are the best performing LLMs capable of understanding Go code?

RQ2: How can LLMs be implemented for seed generation to improve the performance

of state-of-the-art fuzzing in Go most effectively?

RQ3: Can fine-tuning LLMs for seed generation further improve fuzzing performance?

The next section describes background information and existing literature that was analyzed

for RQ1. The related work section describes existing deep-learning techniques for seed genera-

tion in fuzzing. Different fuzzing experiments were conducted to evaluate the best-performing

models from the literature to answer RQ2. These were also fine-tuned and evaluated to answer

RQ3.

Our results show that the performance of state-of-the-art fuzzing in Go can be improved

using our approach. We also evaluated and compared our implementation with different

configurations and baselines. Altogether, we made the following main contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to fine-tune, implement, and evaluate various

LLMs for initial seed generation compatible with existing state-of-the-art fuzzers.

• We developed a user-friendly and highly configurable implementation of our approach

that can be re-used with another model, programming language, or fuzzer.

• Using our approach, we discovered several new bugs in the libraries containing the code

used for creating the test cases during evaluation.

• We provide the datasets used during fine-tuning and the source code of our implementa-

tion.

The scripts used for fine-tuning the models have been published on GitHub.1 The created

training and validation datasets used for fine-tuning have been uploaded to HuggingFace.2 The

source code of our implementation has also been published separately on GitHub,3 as well as

the raw evaluation results, fuzzing logs, generated seeds, and scripts used for evaluation.4

1https://github.com/elwint/thesis-fuzz-finetune-scripts
2https://huggingface.co/elwint#datasets
3https://github.com/elwint/seedai
4https://github.com/elwint/thesis-seedai-evaluation
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2 Background

2.1 Fuzz testing

Fuzz testing, also known as fuzzing, is a technique for discovering bugs in a program by providing

semi-random inputs to a program [24]. Through the use of fuzzing, a large number of security

vulnerabilities in various programs have been discovered, which made it increasingly more

popular among security researchers [35].

Fuzzing starts with defining unexpected behavior of the program under test that should be

counted as a bug. This is often done by creating a fuzzing test, which is similar to a unit test

but without defining predetermined inputs [62]. A fuzzer then tries to fail the fuzzing test by

providing inputs. There are various forms of fuzzing [38], with gray-box fuzzing being the most

common form of fuzzing [35]. Gray box fuzzing strikes a balance between white-box fuzzing

(full knowledge of the internal structure) and black-box fuzzing (no knowledge of the internal

structure) [38].

State-of-the-art fuzzers, such as AFL++ [63] and libFuzzer [40], are examples of coverage-

based gray-box fuzzers. These fuzzers use a process of mutating inputs based on the feedback

received from code coverage analysis [35, 38]. They start with initial seed inputs, which are

basic examples of valid data expected by the program. The fuzzer then modifies these seeds

in various ways to generate a wide range of inputs. By monitoring which parts of the code are

executed with each input, the fuzzer can refine its future mutations to explore more paths in

the program’s code. This method is particularly effective since it allows the fuzzer to navigate

through the program systematically, increasing the chances of discovering bugs. An overview of

the coverage-based fuzzing process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Coverage-based fuzzing process [66]

Fuzzing is predominantly utilized in programming languages that lack certain safety guaran-

tees, such as C/C++. However, fuzzing is equally applicable to safer languages, such as Go and

Rust [60]. This has already been demonstrated by the vast amount of bugs found by Go-specific

fuzzers [67]. One of the leading fuzzers compatible with Go is libFuzzer [77], a popular state-of-

the-art fuzzer. It uses state-of-the-art fuzzing techniques such as the NeverZero strategy [77] and

Entropic [5], which are currently leading in fuzzing performance based on recent benchmarks

[25]. Additionally, libFuzzer can reject unwanted inputs and supports value profiling for smarter

coverage guidance. Coverage instrumentation for libFuzzer can be done natively using the Go

compiler [77].

Another recent development in the field of fuzzing is the application of machine learning

techniques to enhance fuzzing effectiveness. These techniques can be integrated at various

stages, such as initial seed generation, seed selection, seed/input mutation, or exploitability anal-
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ysis [71]. Our research has specifically focused on initial seed generation using large language

models to address the challenges outlined in the introduction. Other existing machine-learning

techniques for seed generation are described in the related work section.

2.2 The Transformer architecture

The Transformer, introduced in the paper “Attention Is All You Need” [65], is a neural network

architecture that has shown superior performance in a wide variety of natural language process-

ing (NLP) tasks [53]. The Transformer model was introduced as a replacement for traditional

recurrent neural network (RNN) models, such as long short-term memory (LSTM), for language

modeling and translation tasks. One key advantage of the Transformer architecture is its ability

to efficiently handle long variable-length input sequences. Unlike RNN models, which rely on

sequential processing and can be slow and difficult to parallelize, the Transformer can process

input sequences in parallel, making it much more efficient for long input sequences.

Figure 2: The Transformer architecture [65]

The original Transformer is an encoder-

decoder architecture, composed of an en-

coder and a decoder segment. The encoder

generates a high-dimensional representation

of the input data, which is used as input to the

decoder. The decoder uses this input together

with the current output to generate new se-

quences. Together these components can cre-

ate a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model

[23]. Both the encoder and decoder rely on a

self-attention mechanism, which allows the

model to focus on different parts of the input

sequence at different times during the compu-

tation. This self-attention mechanism allows

the model to encode contextual information

from the input sequence to generate a high-

dimensional representation.

The core of the Transformer architecture

is composed of a series of layers consist-

ing of positional encoding, multi-head self-

attention modules, and a feed-forward net-

work. Using positional encoding, the model

can determine the position of each word and its distance to other words. The multi-head self-

attention mechanism is designed to simultaneously focus on and process different segments of

the input sequence.

2.3 Pre-trained LLMs

Large language models (LLMs) have become very popular in natural language (NL) and pro-

gramming language (PL) processing tasks since the introduction of the Transformer architecture

[7]. Most pre-trained state-of-the-art LLMs use either the encoder, decoder, or both compo-
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nents of the original Transformer architecture for different purposes [57]. These models can be

divided into three categories: autoregressive decoder-only, autoencoding encoder-only, and

sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq). We mainly focus on LLMs trained on data containing English

and the Go Programming Language, which can be used for our approach.

2.3.1 Autoregressive decoder-only models

Autoregressive models are trained on the classic language modeling task: given a sequence of

tokens, predict the next token [55]. They often correspond to the decoder part of the Transformer

architecture, and use an attention mask to prevent the model from seeing future tokens. This is

also called causal language modeling or causal masking [56].

Most Transformer-based LLMs that are capable of understanding and generating code

are autoregressive decoder-only models [9]. A common method for evaluating autoregressive

coding models is the HumanEval benchmark created by OpenAI, which evaluates a model’s

performance on its Python code-writing capabilities using a context consisting of code and/or

comments written in English [13]. However, depending on the training data distribution of the

model, this may not give a good indication of its performance on Go code since it could have

mainly been trained on Python code.

Recognizing this limitation, the HumanEval benchmark has been adopted into multi-

language benchmarks by other researchers to provide a more comprehensive evaluation. At

the time of writing, there are three Go-variants of the HumanEval benchmark: MBGP [2],

HumanEval-X [79], and MultiPL-E [10]. To the best of our knowledge, no evaluations have been

done using the MBGP benchmark.

The following autoregressive models are trained on datasets containing Go code. The table

presents the pass@k score, which is an unbiased estimator most commonly used to compare

HumanEval-evaluated models [13].

Table 1: Pass@1/100 scores of decoder-only models capable of understanding Go code

Model Size
HE
@1

HE
@100

HE-X
Go @1

HE-X
Go @100

MultiPL-HE
Go @1

GPT-4 [53] * ? 67.0% - - - -
GPT-3.5 [53] * ? ** 48.1% - - - -
StarCoderBase [36] 15.5B 30.4% - - - 21.47%
LLaMA [64] 65B 23.7% 79.3% - - -
PaLM [16] 540B 26.2% 76.2% - - -
MIM-2.7B [46] † 2.7B 30.7% 69.6% 17.4% 53.6% -
CodeGeeX [79] 13B 22.89% 60.92% 14.43% 47.14% 11.04%
replit-code-v1 [58] ‡ 3B 17.0-21.9% - - - -
BLOOM [59] 176B 15.52% 55.45% - - -
CodeGen-Multi [48] 16B 18.32% 50.80% 13.03% 48.77% 13.54%
InCoder [21] 6.7B 15.2 % 47.0% 8.68% 28.31% < 9%
CodeGen-Multi [48] 6.1B 18.16% 44.85% 9.98% 41.01% -
GPT-NeoX [3] 20B 15.4% 41.2% 5.00% 32.08% -
LLaMA [64] 7B 10.5% 36.5% - - -
BLOOM [59] 7.1B 7.73% 29.47% - - -
GPT-J [68] 6B 11.62% 27.74% 4.01% 23.70% -
PolyCoder [76] 2.7B 5.59% 17.68% - - -
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The scores in Table 1 were found in the corresponding model paper or other previous

research. Scores with additional generation strategies (e.g. prompt fine-tuning [69], CodeT

[12], Reflexion [61]), instruction-tuned models (e.g. WizardCoder [42]), and models specifically

trained/fine-tuned for Python (e.g. CodeGen-Mono [48], StarCoder [36]) have been excluded for

a fairer comparison.

OpenAI’s GPT models perform the best on the HumanEval benchmark. However, these

models are not publicly available, and can only be accessed through OpenAI’s API. Furthermore,

the authors of PolyCoder, who conducted a systematic evaluation on various models [76],

mention that “since the exact training set of Codex”, which is a descendant of GPT-3 [51], “is

unknown, it may include files from these test sets rendering Codex’s results overly-optimistic.”

The best-performing open-source decoder-only model is currently StarCoderBase.

2.3.2 Autoencoding encoder-only models

Autoencoding models are trained by corrupting the input tokens in some way and trying to

reconstruct the original sequence [55]. They correspond to the encoder part of the original

Transformer model and have access to the full input sequence without any mask. This means

that autoencoding models usually build a bidirectional general-purpose representation of the

whole sequence, which can easily be fine-tuned for tasks such as sentence classification or code

search.

A popular autoencoding model is BERT [19]. However, BERT’s training data does not contain

any source code. CodeBERT is a 125M autoencoding model that is specifically trained for

understanding programming languages [20]. It performs well on Go with code search and

predicting masked code tokens on CodeXGLUE, a benchmark dataset for code understanding

and generation [41]. A comparison of the accuracy scores of CodeBERT between Go and the

average of all tested languages is presented in Table 2.

Table 2: CodeBERT Go accuracy scores comparison

Task Go All
NL code retrieval (CodeSearchNet) 88.2%[72]-84% [20] 69.3%[72]-76%[20]
Masked code token prediction (PL-probing) 90.79%[20] 85.66%[20]

Although CodeBERT performs well on Go, newer sequence-to-sequence models such as

CodeT5+ already surpass CodeBERT in various encoding benchmarks, including CodeXGLUE

[72]. For instance, the CodeT5+ 770M model has a score of 92.7% on natural language code

retrieval on CodeSearchNet on Go code [72].

2.3.3 Sequence-to-sequence models

A sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model combines the elements of autoencoding and autore-

gressive modeling into one model. An example of a seq2seq model is the original Transformer

[55], which consists of an encoder and decoder segment. This type of model is commonly used

*The training datasets of OpenAI models are unknown.
**GPT-3 contains 175B parameters [8], but the exact size of GPT-3.5 is unknown.
†The MIM-2.7B model is not yet publicly available, scores are not verified.
‡No paper exists for the replit-code-v1-3b model, scores may be overly-optimistic.
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for translation tasks because it transduces the whole input sequence into a new sequence. A

popular seq2seq model is T5 [56], which can translate text into another language.

Using the architecture of T5, CodeT5 was trained on various programming languages and is

one of the first models capable of executing various code-related tasks, such as NL-PL (from

natural language to code), PL-NL (from code to natural language) and PL-PL (source code

translation). However, after CodeT5, more autoregressive models emerged that are also capable

of executing these tasks with better performance by only using a left-to-right autoregressive

decoder [79].

Another seq2seq architecture is the Prefix-LM architecture [56]. This architecture is used in

a coding model called CodeGen2 [49]. In contrast to a distinct encoder and decoder segment,

the Prefix-LM architecture combines an encoder with bi-directional attention and an autore-

gressive decoder with causal masked attention into the same segment. However, the authors

of CodeGen2 concluded that the Prefix-LM architecture does not provide any benefits over the

decoder-only baseline on both code generation and infilling.

Despite the contrary findings of the CodeGen2 model, a newer variant of the CodeT5 model

was developed. This variant is called CodeT5+ [72]. It not only performs better than other

seq2seq models, but it also surpasses many other decoder-only models, including CodeGeeX

and StarCoder, in the HumanEval benchmark [72]. Table 3 presents the HumanEval benchmark

results of the seq2seq models.

Table 3: HumanEval scores of CodeGen2 [49] and CodeT5+ [72]

Model Size Pass@1 Pass@10 Pass@100
InstructCodeT5+ * 16B 35.0% 54.5% 77.9%
CodeT5+ 16B 30.9% 51.6% 76.7%
CodeGen2.5-Multi 7B 28.36% 47.46% 75.15%
CodeT5+ 6B 28.0% 47.2% 69.8%
CodeT5+ 2B 24.2% 38.2% 57.8%
CodeGen2.0 16B 20.46% 36.50% 56.71%
CodeGen2.0 7B 18.83% 31.78% 50.41%
CodeT5+ 770M 15.5% 27.2% 42.7%
CodeT5+ 220M 12.0% 20.7% 31.6%

The CodeT5+ paper notes that both CodeT5+ 220M and 770M utilize the same T5 archi-

tecture and were trained from scratch. However, the larger CodeT5+ models adopt a different

“shallow encoder and deep decoder” architecture [72]. For these models, encoders are initial-

ized from CodeGen-mono 350M, whereas decoders are initialized from CodeGen-mono of the

corresponding size.

*InstructCodeT5+ is the instruction-tuned variant of CodeT5+ (fine-tuned to respond to instructions) [72].
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3 Related work

Utilizing LLMs for fuzzing is a development that has emerged very recently. At the start of this

thesis project, only a few techniques existed that use deep learning (DL) for seed generation [71].

Most of these techniques use a recurrent neural network (RNN), but some techniques also use

a generative adversarial network (GAN). This section explores the most relevant studies about

these older and more recent techniques.

3.1 RNN models

One study developed a fuzzer called NeuFuzz that uses deep learning for seed generation [73].

NeuFuzz is based on a binary grey-box fuzzer called PTfuzz, which is guided by program traces

collected during execution [78]. NeuFuzz utilizes these traces using a long short-term memory

(LSTM) model to prioritize seeds that can trigger certain paths that are predicted to be vulnerable.

This is done by transforming program execution paths into vector representations using one-hot

and word2vec, which are word embedding methods commonly used in language processing

tasks. The paper argues that NeuFuzz can discover more vulnerabilities than the existing fuzzers

in less time although the significance of this improvement is not mentioned.

The authors of NeuFuzz explored existing datasets to train their model. They found that the

dataset provided by the authors of VulDeePecker, a DL-based system for vulnerability detection

[37], is not an adequate training dataset. The paper mentions that “VulDeePecker conservatively

believes that code is non-vulnerable as long as no vulnerability has been found in them; in

reality, this assumption does not hold.” Therefore, the authors of NeuFuzz created their own

binary dataset to train NeuFuzz’s neural network, in which they only assume that the code

is non-vulnerable after patching. This dataset is derived from three sources: the NIST SARD

project, GitHub, and Exploit-DB. The binaries collected from these sources were selected based

on common vulnerabilities in the C programming language. It includes both pre-patch and

post-patch versions and test cases for program execution. In total, the training and testing of the

neural network was carried out on a total of 28475 vulnerable binaries and 27436 non-vulnerable

binaries. However, the compiled dataset has not been made public.

Another study developed a machine learning-based framework trained on execution paths

to improve the quality of PDF seed inputs for fuzzing programs [15]. Similarly to NeuFuzz, the

framework uses a recurrent neural network. They reported significant increases in code coverage

and the likelihood of detecting program crashes, demonstrating the potential of deep learning

techniques for seed generation in fuzzing. Unfortunately, the details regarding their specific

architecture and code were not provided.

3.2 GAN models

SmartSeed is a seed generation system that uses a GAN model [43]. Unlike previous models

that primarily utilize RNNs, the use of a GAN may allow the generation of synthetic data that is

more similar to real seed data. The workflow of SmartSeed consists of three stages: preparation,

model construction, and fuzzing. In the preparation stage, inputs are collected from a fuzzing

tool directly, which is then used to train the GAN model in the model construction stage.

The results from the study highlighted several advantages of SmartSeed. First, it requires

only tens of seconds to generate sufficient high-quality seeds. Second, it can generate seeds for
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various input formats. Third, SmartSeed is compatible with different fuzzing tools. In their tests,

SmartSeed discovered more than twice as many unique crashes and 5040 extra unique paths

compared to the existing best seed selection strategy for the evaluated 12 applications. Despite

these promising results, the code for SmartSeed has not been made public.

It remains unclear whether the GAN model used in SmartSeed outperforms RNNs for seed

generation in fuzzing. Another paper argues that a GAN model outperforms an LSTM model

when it is used for reinitializing AFL with novel seed files [47]. Their implementation helped AFL

discover over 14% more code paths compared to a random strategy. However, like SmartSeed,

the code has not been made public, limiting external validation and further research.

3.3 LLM-based fuzzers

Very recent related studies have also started to explore the use of LLMs in fuzzing. Fuzz4All is

a standalone fuzzer leveraging LLMs as an input generation and mutation engine to produce

diverse and realistic inputs for the target programming language [75]. They use the GPT-4 [53]

model to automatically generate prompts and the StarCoder [36] model to generate fuzzing

inputs during the fuzzing loop. They identified 76 bugs in mainly compilers and runtime engines,

such as the Go toolchain, GCC, Clang, and OpenJDK.

The fuzzer utilizes the LLMs to generate code as fuzzing inputs, which is then compiled and

executed to discover bugs in the tested components. The study describes that state-of-the-art

fuzzers, such as libFuzzer and AFL++, are general-purpose fuzzers. These struggle to produce

programming language fuzzing inputs [75], which are important for fuzzing compilers and

runtime engines.

For Go, the authors of Fuzz4All compared their results with go-fuzz, a general-purpose

coverage-based fuzzer for Go programs heavily based on AFL [67]. However, they did not

compare their results with state-of-the-art fuzzers such as libFuzzer, which is also compatible

with Go. Furthermore, go-fuzz is effectively deprecated according to the maintainer since the

introduction of the builtin Go fuzzer.*

A similar LLM-based fuzzer is TitanFuzz, which is a fuzzer for fuzzing deep learning libraries

[18]. It utilizes the LLMs to generate Python code to discover bugs in the libraries. A potential

bug is detected through differential testing between the CPU and GPU during execution. Its

successor is FuzzGPT, substantially outperforming TitanFuzz. FuzzGPT synthesizes unusual

programs for fuzzing and includes a fine-tuned LLM [17].

Our approach is different from the studies above since we focus on general-purpose fuzzing

with existing state-of-the-art fuzzers compatibility. The capability of an LLM to understand code

and generate bug inputs is more important for our approach than code generation. Furthermore,

we analyze more LLMs, including fine-tuning, using comprehensive evaluation metrics.

Finally, the preliminary report of another study indicates that the effectiveness of a basic

mutation fuzzer can be improved with an LLM that generates seeds based on a natural language

format specification [1]. The generated seeds are well-formed to reach various parts in the given

specification. Unfortunately, the authors of this study have not yet evaluated their method with

state-of-the-art fuzzers, and the results have not yet been published.

*https://github.com/dvyukov/go-fuzz/issues/329
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4 Methods

We adopted an experimental methodology to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in

improving the performance of state-of-the-art fuzzing in Go using various models. Our approach

requires a pre-trained LLM since these can be fine-tuned or prompt-tuned for downstream

tasks. This saves time and resources compared to training a new model from scratch, which

requires large amounts of training data. We only focused on Transformer-based LLMs, because

the Transformer architecture has shown promising results on various NL/PL processing tasks

[7, 53]. We utilized the models to process the source code of a fuzzing test and the underlying

functions it calls to generate high-quality fuzzing inputs as initial seed files compatible with

state-of-the-art fuzzers. Our methodology is split into four parts: the selection of the models,

fine-tuning the models, implementing the models, and the evaluation of the effectiveness of our

implementation for each model.

4.1 Model selection

The background section describes different large language models that are capable of under-

standing and generating Go code and the English language. Understanding natural language is a

necessary requirement since source code may include English-written comments that can help

the model understand the context. The benchmarks used to measure the performance of the

models in the literature may not necessarily reflect the model’s capability of generating fuzzing

inputs. However, given the considerable amount of time required to evaluate all the large lan-

guage models identified in the literature, we primarily focused on the models that have achieved

the highest scores on the relevant benchmarks. We also prioritized smaller well-performing

models, because they require minimal resources and can generate fuzzing inputs faster.

Both autoregressive decoder-only models and sequence-to-sequence models were selected

for our experiments. They can both utilize the Transformer’s ability to capture the entire context

of source code along with embedded natural language comments. This is done by the encoder

segment in seq2seq models, or the decoder in autoregressive models. The decoder segment in

both model types produces the fuzzing inputs used as initial seed files for a fuzzer.

Autoencoding encoder-only models such as CodeBERT were not selected for our experi-

ments. The main reason is its inability to generate fuzzing inputs since it does not incorporate

a decoder in its architecture. CodeBERT can be fine-tuned for seed generation by adding a

decoder segment, essentially turning it into a seq2seq model. However, since newer seq2seq

models such as CodeT5+ already outperform CodeBERT on encoding tasks, we believed that

investing time in modifying and fine-tuning encoder-only models would not be worthwhile.

A distinction was also made between closed-source and open-source models. Considering

our user-friendly implementation, we had to take into account not only the performance and

capabilities of the models but also their accessibility. Closed-source models such as GPT-

4 are only accessible through a paid API. Furthermore, the current best-performing open-

source models are much smaller than the best-performing closed-source models. Therefore, we

experimented with both closed-source and open-source models.

The following LLMs were selected for our experiments: CodeT5+, CodeGen2.5, StarCoder(Base),

CodeGen-Multi, GPT-3.5/base, and GPT-4. These models were selected based on accessibility

and fine-tuneability, and they scored well on the relevant benchmarks found in previous studies.
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We did not select models requiring special access, such as LLaMA, or models with unverified

scores. We also did not select very large models that cannot be trained on a single A100 GPU.

4.2 Fine-tuning models

The selected large language models (LLMs) were fine-tuned and/or prompt-tuned for seed

generation to use them in our implementation. This section describes the used fine-tuning

methods on models that could be fine-tuned and a detailed description of the datasets used for

fine-tuning.

Fine-tuning involved retraining the model to focus solely on generating seeds (fuzzing

inputs). This method came with several challenges. It requires a dataset containing source code,

labeled with an input that causes a bug in the corresponding code. Additionally, training an LLM

requires a significant amount of computational resources.

We examined different datasets that were used in past studies [71]. These datasets include

collections of test programs with examples of bug-triggering inputs (e.g. NIST SARD and VuldeeP-

ecker), as well as datasets specifically designed for vulnerability detection (e.g. VDiscovery), and

those intended for benchmarking fuzzers (e.g. LAVA-M). However, the inconsistent labeling

of examples in these datasets often made it difficult to extract bug-triggering inputs. In some

cases, the code of a program was only labeled as vulnerable or not without further detail. Addi-

tionally, to the best of our knowledge, none of these datasets include Go code, thereby limiting

fine-tuning performance for Go. Given these limitations, we created a new dataset that includes

Go code. The structure of the dataset is described in the Dataset section.

The next challenge was obtaining the necessary computational resources to fine-tune the

open-source LLMs. This proved to be more challenging than expected because training an

LLM requires significantly more resources compared to merely executing the model. We used

a single NVIDIA A100 GPU (80GB) for fine-tuning most models. Some smaller models were

fine-tuned using an NVIDIA L4 GPU (24GB). We also had access to a TPU v3 device through

Google’s TPU Research Cloud (TRC) program [28], but we were not able to use it since many

fine-tuning tooling and libraries require NVIDIA’s CUDA Toolkit.

Fine-tuning the open-source models was done using the Transformers library from Hugging-

Face in PyTorch [32]. The primary reason for selecting this library is that it provides an intuitive

interface for executing and fine-tuning supported models. Furthermore, because we selected

the models based on fine-tuneability and accessibility, the selected open-source LLMs are all

publicly available on HuggingFace and compatible with this library. This also simplified the

process of developing a user-friendly implementation.

To fine-tune very large language models on a single A100 GPU, we enabled multiple memory-

saving techniques available within the Transformers library. This included automatic mixed

precision [34, 45] using FP16 (float16) or BF16 (bfloat16 [70]), based on model compatibility.

Additionally, we used gradient checkpointing [14]. Some models required small modifications to

their code to enable these techniques. Additionally, we utilized Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning

(PEFT) [44] using Low-Rank Adaptation (LoRA) [31]. Each model’s LoRA configuration was

adjusted to align with recommendations from the model developers. Since this may affect

fine-tuning performance, we also fine-tuned models without LoRA when possible. Finally, we

also tested 8-bit configurations, but this did not lead to convergence on any model.

We also experimented with various hyperparameters, but both the batch size and context
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length remained constrained by GPU memory limits and the model’s maximum context length.

Therefore, most models were fine-tuned with a batch size of 1. Nonetheless, given that our

dataset was small and that smaller batch sizes tend to work better for smaller datasets [52], we

only tested different batch sizes on a smaller model since we believed it would not significantly

affect our results. Instead, we optimized other parameters to achieve the best results with the

available resources.

Separate scripts were developed for fine-tuning open-source seq2seq and autoregressive

models, the primary distinction being their data preprocessing functions. For fine-tuning au-

toregressive models, we defined which part of the input data corresponds to the completion part

since the whole sequence is passed to the decoder. This is done by the preprocessing function,

which marks only the completion part (i.e. the expected fuzzing input) for loss calculation.

For fine-tuning seq2seq models, this step is not necessary since the architecture contains a

separate encoder and decoder segment. The compilation part is simply labeled as output for

the decoder, and the source code is labeled as input for the encoder. The rest is then handled by

the Transformers library for loss calculation. Fine-tuning was stopped upon the detection of

overtraining, signaled by a consistent rise in validation loss.

For the closed-source models, only the GPT-3.5 Turbo and GPT base models could be

fine-tuned at the time of our experimentation. This required implementing OpenAI’s fine-

tuning API and limiting the context length to 4096 tokens [52]. While several base models were

available for fine-tuning, they are not mentioned in the GPT-3 [8] or GPT-4 [53] papers. The API

documentation mentions that the base models are not trained with instruction following and

that the most capable base model is called davinci [54]. The exact differences between these

variants remain unclear.

The davinci base model was fine-tuned using the same training and validation dataset

as the open-source models. However, when it came to fine-tuning the GPT-3.5 Turbo model,

some adjustments were necessary to conform to OpenAI’s chat completion API, which requires

system, user, and assistant messages. Two versions were fine-tuned. In both versions, the system

message was set to "Generate a bug input." In the first version, the system message included the

source code from the dataset, and the user message contained the expected fuzzing input. In the

second version, the expected input was encoded as a JSON string and prefixed with "A bug input:

". This follows OpenAI’s recommendation of embedding instructions within the prompt of each

training example that works best for the model prior to fine-tuning [52]. The same prompt must

also be used during interference. This was taken into account during implementation.

4.2.1 Dataset

For the creation of our training dataset, we mainly focused on security-related bugs, considering

their higher criticality compared to typical software bugs. Furthermore, vulnerable examples

could easily be collected from the Go vulnerability database [27]. This database, maintained

by the Go team, includes information on vulnerable Go packages or programs. By utilizing the

database’s API, we created a script to collect vulnerable Go functions, including their underlying

functions. It was often necessary to manually construct the corresponding input that could

trigger the bug since only a bug description is provided. This turned out to be an intensive task,

where a unique input had to be crafted for each unique vulnerability. We partially automated

this process using libFuzzer by creating a basic fuzzing test for each vulnerability. As a result, our
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training dataset consisted of 193 vulnerable examples representing only 52 unique vulnerabilities.

We also created a separate unique training dataset containing only 52 vulnerable examples

representing each unique vulnerability.

However, during fine-tuning, we observed that using the whole training dataset resulted in

worse performance across all models and various configurations compared to using the unique

dataset. We believe that this is a result of using a small unbalanced dataset. The dataset contains

a different number of examples for each vulnerability, causing a model to quickly overfit on

vulnerabilities with the most examples. Therefore, we decided to only use the unique dataset.

For the creation of our validation dataset, we used a different approach. Assembling a

well-structured validation dataset posed certain challenges. As highlighted by the authors of

PolyCoder [76], there is a risk that benchmark scores are overly optimistic because the dataset

contains data that the model has already seen before. To mitigate this risk, we manually crafted

our validation set by randomly selecting distinct packages from GitHub, and we manually

introduced a unique bug or vulnerability to each example. This approach ensured that the

model did not encounter training data during validation. However, manually creating bugs and

inputs was an even more intensive task. Therefore, the validation dataset consists of only 10

examples.

The structure of the datasets follows OpenAI’s best practices for conditional generation

fine-tuning of the GPT base models [52]. Each example in the dataset contains source code

with a weakness and an input that exploits the weakness in the corresponding code. This is

embedded into two distinct features, namely, ‘prompt’ and ‘completion’. Both of these features

are strings.

The ‘prompt’ feature contains the source code with a specific weakness followed by a split

token (\n\n###\n\n). The source code is structured as depth-first package order to allow

for truncation. This is necessary because it contains the public vulnerable function and its

underlying functions, which together may exceed the model’s maximum context length. The

pseudocode below describes how the source code is extracted and formatted.

Algorithm 1: Source code parsing

Require: f is the function name
1: function PARSESOURCECODE( f )
2: P ← PROCESS(;, f ,0) . Recursively process the underlying functions
3: r ← empty string
4: n ← LEN(P )
5: for i ← 1 to n do . Iterate through the packages in processed order
6: if i > 1 then
7: r ← r +GETPACKAGENAME(Pi )+"\n"
8: end if
9: r ← r +"```"+Pi

r +"```" . Encapsulate code in code blocks
10: if i < n then
11: r ← r +"\n\n"
12: end if
13: end for
14: return r . Return the combined source code string
15: end function
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16: function PROCESS(P, f ,d)
17: if d = 5 then . Process up to a depth of 5
18: return P
19: end if
20: p ← GETPACKAGE( f )
21: if p ∉ P then
22: P ← P ∪ {p}
23: pr ← empty string
24: end if
25: pr ← pr +GETCODESEGMENT( f ) . This includes code comments
26: F ← GETFUNCTIONS( f )
27: for i ← 1 to LEN(F ) do
28: P ← PROCESS(P,Fi ,d +1)
29: end for
30: return P
31: end function

The split token is only required for autoregressive LLMs to identify the point of transition

from ‘prompt’ to ‘completion’. Thus, the split token was preserved when the source code needed

to be truncated. The split token was only removed during fine-tuning the seq2seq models.

The ‘completion’ feature is the corresponding input that exploits the weakness in the ‘prompt’

source code, followed by an end token (beginning with a space): " END". During fine-tuning, the

end token was replaced by the model’s tokenizer end token that was used during pre-training.

4.2.2 Cross entropy loss

Although the selected models differ in architecture, they all used cross-entropy loss during

training and fine-tuning. For the open-source models, the cross entropy loss was automatically

calculated by the HuggingFace’s Transformers library using PyTorch. The library computes a

multi-class log loss of the model output logits xi of size C (the tokenizer vocabulary size) and the

corresponding target label yi for each example i in a batch of size B . The prompt segment of the

input along with any special tokens, such as pad tokens, are removed before the loss calculation.

The loss formula in the PyTorch library documentation† clarifies that a softmax function is used

in the loss calculation to normalize the logits xi . This normalization produces the predicted

probabilities ŷi = Softmax(xi ). The batch loss ln and the total cost function L for a dataset of N

batches are then computed with mean reduction as follows:

ln =−
∑B

i=1 log(ŷi ) · yi

B
(1)

L =
∑N

n=1 ln

N
(2)

4.3 Implementation

We implemented our approach while also addressing issues present in previous techniques

mentioned in the introduction. One of these issues is that the implementation cannot be

re-used because it requires specific knowledge of its implementation, or it only works with a

†https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.CrossEntropyLoss.html
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specific fuzzer. Furthermore, many existing techniques are designed for a specific program-

ming language and cannot easily be applied to another programming language. Therefore, we

implemented our approach with the following requirements:

1. Other programming languages should be supported.

2. Other fuzzers should be supported.

3. No specific knowledge of our approach should be required to generate initial seed files, i.e.

anyone who can run a fuzzer should be able to generate initial seed files without requiring

machine learning knowledge.

Our implementation consists of two main components. The main component is a Python

program that executes a configurable LLM for inference. It uses the Transformers library from

HuggingFace in PyTorch [32] because the selected open-source LLMs are all publicly available

on HuggingFace and compatible with this library. The second component is a source code

parser, which is executed by the Python program. The parser returns the source code of the

provided fuzzing test and the underlying functions it calls. We implemented a Go source code

parser in Go, but the parser can easily be replaced to support other programming languages.

The data processor in the Python program then processes the source code data so that it can

be used as input for the LLM. Finally, the Python program executes the LLM for inference to

generate the seed files. Figure 3 presents an overview flow of our implementation.

Python model
inference

(Go) source code
parser

Data processor

LLM

Source code

Fuzzer

Seed files

Figure 3: Implementation overview flow

The output of the source code parser should be structured to allow for truncation. When

using a fine-tuned model, it should also have the same format as the dataset used during fine-

tuning. Additionally, the source code parser should be configurable to return only source code

(i.e. without encapsulating the code in code blocks). This is required for code-only base models

pre-trained on only source code. For our experiments, we used the same source code parser

that was used during the creation of our fine-tuning dataset described in Algorithm 1, with an

additional option to remove the encapsulation of the code and adding the package name as

code comment.

For decoder-only models, the data processor in the Python program truncates the source

code to the maximum context length of the model minus a configurable seed generation length.
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By default, a quarter of the maximum context length is reserved for generation. For seq2seq

models, the source code is simply truncated to the maximum context length of the encoder.

The maximum context length limits one-shot or few-shot learning learning [22]. Therefore,

inference is only done under the zero-shot setting to prevent unnecessary truncation because

the input length of the source code of a fuzzing function and its underlying functions can be

very large.

4.3.1 Configuration

The inference parameters of the LLM can be configured by specifying a JSON file. The JSON

configuration format is as follows:

{
"do_sample": false, # Ignored by OpenAI
"temperature": 1.0, # Default = 1.0, ignored if do_sample is false
"top_p": 1.0, # Default = 1.0, ignored if do_sample is false
"diversity_penalty": 2.0, # Ignored by OpenAI, requires group beam search
"repetition_penalty": 2.0, # frequency_penalty for OpenAI
"presence_penalty": 2.0, # Ignored by HuggingFace
"num_beams": 10, # Ignored by OpenAI, default = 1 (no beam search)
"num_beam_groups": 10 # Ignored by OpenAI, default = 1 (no group beam search)

}

We created 7 different configurations with commonly used temperatures [2] and different

top_p values. In most configurations either the temperature or top_p is altered. The configu-

ration files can be found in Appendix A. These have also been used during evaluation and are

compared in the results. Additionally, the generation length and the number of return sequences

can be specified in the command line parameters of the Python program.

The exact implementation of the data processor and parsing the output of the LLM differs

for fine-tuned models and prompt-tuned base models, this is described in the following two

sections. Nevertheless, the final output remains the same: initial seed files generated by the

LLM that can be used by a fuzzer. To make it compatible with a wide variety of fuzzers, we used

a common binary format for the seed files. This format is used in popular fuzzers such as AFL++

[63] and libFuzzer [40]. Moreover, the Go programming language supports an official tool to

convert binary seed files to the format used by the built-in Go fuzzer [26].

4.3.2 Fine-tuned models

The implementation of the fine-tuned models consists of a straightforward approach. The data

processor simply adds the split token used during training to the output of the source code

parser (except for seq2seq models). Following the execution of the model, duplicate generated

outputs are removed before storing the outputs directly in seed files. The fine-tuned GPT-3.5

Turbo model is processed as a prompt-tuned model due to the necessity of specific prompts.

4.3.3 Prompt-tuning base models

To experiment with the selected LLMs that could not be fine-tuned, such as GPT-4, and to

compare the fine-tuned models with their base variants prior to fine-tuning, we also utilized
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prompt-tuning, a method that bypasses the need for model retraining. Prompt-tuning has

shown promising results, surpassing general fine-tuning in code intelligence tasks, especially

when lacking task-specific data [69].

The prompt-tune parameters can be configured in a separate JSON file. The prompt-tuning

configuration format is as follows:

{
"prefix": "You are a code completer.\n",
"suffix": "\n```\nfunc Test<count>Bugs() {\n\tinputs := []string{",
"stop": "}", # Optional stop token (next to EOS token)
"multi_vals": true, # Extract multiple values per line
"code_only": false # Set to true for code-only models

}

The data processor adds the prefix and suffix to the output of the source code parser and

replaces <count> with the desired seed count specified by a command-line parameter for

prompts that generate multiple seeds in one return sequence. Additionally, a stop token can

be specified to stop execution when this token is generated. The generated seeds are extracted

from the outputs of the model by parsing each line and searching for string values. The data

processor attempts to decode any escaped characters or bytes before storing the values in seed

files.

For code-only models trained solely on source code, an option was added to the data

processor and source code parser so that the model only receives source code as input. Enabling

this option removes code block encapsulation and package names are added as comments.

We created various prompt-tune configurations that overall seem to perform well based

on manual testing on various models (Appendix A). These configurations have also been used

during evaluation and are compared in the results.

4.4 Evaluation

We evaluated our approach to demonstrate its effectiveness in improving the performance

of state-of-the-art fuzzing using our implementation with various LLMs. Evaluating fuzzing

performance is not a straightforward task. Commonly used metrics for evaluating machine

learning models in fuzzing are accuracy, precision, recall, and loss [71]. However, these metrics

do not measure actual fuzzing performance. Commonly used metrics for evaluating fuzzing

performance are code coverage, unique code paths, unique crashes or bugs, and pass rate [6,

71]. But previous research indicates that these metrics are not sufficient to measure true fuzzing

performance. There may be a strong correlation between the coverage achieved and the number

of bugs found by a fuzzer [6], but another paper found a weak correlation between the number

of crashes and ground-truth bugs [30]. Both papers conclude that higher coverage does not

necessarily mean better fuzzing performance.

Magma [30], a ground-truth fuzzing benchmark in C, introduced three bug-centric metrics

to better measure fuzzing performance. These metrics are the number of times a bug is reached,

triggered, and detected in a certain amount of time. The first metric is increased when the part

of the code containing the bug is reached. When the bug is also triggered, the second metric

is increased. Finally, if the bug is not triggered but only detected by the fuzzer (e.g. memory

corruption, data races, other unexpected bugs), then the last metric is increased.
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While Magma is an excellent benchmark for C fuzzers, it only provides a dataset in C and

does not support the built-in Go fuzzer. This limitation meant that we could not directly use

Magma for our evaluation because our fine-tuned models are fine-tuned for Go. Furthermore,

there is a risk that an LLM might have encountered the dataset provided by Magma during its

pre-training phase, causing overly optimistic results.

To mitigate this risk and improve our evaluation, we manually crafted a new dataset for

testing consisting of three diverse test cases varying in complexity. Similar to the creation of our

validation dataset, we manually (re-)introduced unique bugs to existing Go code. To reduce the

risk of the LLM encountering the same code it had been trained on, we only included existing

code from Ultraware’s private repositories and its dependencies. We did not include code

depending on popular external libraries. This approach should result in a fairer comparison.

We also manually crafted realistic fuzzing tests for the functions containing the bugs. The

fuzzing tests were designed such that bug-centric metrics could be collected without Magma.

A crash means that the bug has been triggered. Additionally, we added instrumentation at the

bug’s location to capture when a bug is reached. However, this is a subjective metric since a bug

can be fixed in multiple locations. Given the large number of bug examples required for these

metrics, we also collected coverage metrics from the fuzzer, although no strong conclusions can

be drawn from these [6, 30]. Finally, we collected "detected" bugs as unexpected bugs, which are

crashes caused by an input that does not contain the elements of the expected input that should

fail the fuzzing test.

The source code and a short description of the fuzzing test cases, including the function

containing the bug, can be found in Appendix B. It also describes the expected inputs to cause a

crash.

The evaluation of our approach was done with libFuzzer (16.0.6) [40]. We did not evaluate

our approach with the built-in Go fuzzer since it is still in its early stages, therefore it does not

perform as well as libFuzzer [77]. Furthermore, we did not consider AFL++ because it does not

officially support Go. There are some workaround possible to make it work through gccgo, but

this is highly experimental and not stable to use.

We began our evaluation by collecting baseline metrics. We ran the fuzzer 28 times per test

case without any initial seed generation to match the minimum number of runs required to test

each configuration combination for the prompt-tune models. Next, we ran the fuzzer the same

number of times with a few manually crafted seeds, such as valid IBANs when fuzzing the iban

test case. After collecting the baseline metrics, we generated initial seed files before each run

with our implementation using the fine-tuned models. We ran the fuzzer 4 times for each of the 7

configurations in Appendix A. Finally, we ran the fuzzer for each of the 28 inference-prompt-tune

configuration combinations with seeds generated by the prompt-tuned models.

For each run, 10 seeds were generated by setting the number of return sequences to 10

for the fine-tuned models and single-line prompt-tune configurations. The generation length

was limited to 200 to speed up generation. For the multi-value prompt-tune configurations,

the number of return sequences was set to 2 to preserve the effect of inference configuration

parameters. This was not set higher to further utilize multi-value generation by setting the

desired seed count parameter. This parameter was set to 5 to match the number of seeds

generated by the fine-tuned models for a fairer comparison. Because multiple seeds can be

generated in one return sequence, the seed generation length was limited to 2000.
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During seed generation, some models were also executed with limited context length to

prevent out-of-memory errors on a single A100 80 GB GPU despite utilizing memory-saving

techniques. The used context lengths can be found in Table 14 in the appendix.

The variations in context lengths cause variations in seed generation times. Furthermore,

some smaller models were executed on the fuzzing machine itself. The seed generation time

mostly depends on the GPU, while the fuzzing process itself mostly depends on the CPU.

Therefore, we did not include the seed generation time in the results. These are only shown per

model for configuration comparison and in the appendix.

LibFuzzer was run as a single process with value profiling enabled. The test cases were

compiled on Go 1.21.1 using golang-fuzz* with go-libfuzz-build† to automate coverage instru-

mentation for libFuzzer. For the iban test case, instrumentation was limited to the program itself

because the code logic does not depend on any (external) libraries. This approach causes the

fuzzer to skip irrelevant parts, which increases fuzzing performance. The specifications of the

fuzzing machine are described in the table below.

Table 4: Hardware specifications fuzzing machine

Model Dell Precision 7720
CPU Intel i7-7920HQ @ 4.100GHz
Memory 16 GB DDR4 @ 2400 MHz
Disk Samsung SSD 850 1TB

*https://github.com/ultraware/golang-fuzz
†https://github.com/elwint/go-libfuzz-build
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5 Results

This section presents the fine-tuning results and our fuzzing performance evaluation of the

fine-tuned models and prompt-tuned base models.

5.1 Fine-tuning

The fine-tuning results of the models are presented below in separate tables for each model. It is

presented separately because the cross entropy loss may be computed differently depending on

the model’s architecture. Each row corresponds to the best epoch of the tested configuration

based on the lowest validation loss. The table also presents the accuracy of predicting the next

token in the training data. We prioritized validation loss over accuracy since multiple inputs

can potentially trigger the same bug, thus the error distance presented by the loss offers a better

indication of the model’s performance. If no convergence was observed, only the last epoch is

presented.

Table 5: Fine-tuning GPT-3.5/base results (max context length 4096)

Model Epoch Val Loss Val Acc Train Loss Train Acc
GPT-3.5 Turbo PT * 2 1.090 0.611 1.297 0.737
GPT-3.5 Turbo 2 2.624 0.260 2.408 0.570
davinci-002 5 3.461 0.366 2.381 0.567

Table 5 presents the fine-tuning results of the closed-source GPT-3.5/base models. The

learning rate is unknown and currently not configurable [52]. The PT version was fine-tuned

with prompt-tuning as described in the methods section. The loss and accuracy may seem

significantly better compared to the open-source models below. However, unlike our loss

calculation for the open-source models, OpenAI may also include predicting the prompt tokens

for its loss calculation during fine-tuning. The legacy API included a weight to use for loss on the

prompt tokens [52]. However, this weight is unknown for newer models. This means that its loss

is not directly comparable to that of other models.

For the open-source models below, although we tested many various training configurations,

only the top two results per model type and size are presented.

Table 6: Fine-tuning StarCoder(Base) 15.5B results (bf16 with max context length 6528, LoRA enabled)

Model Epoch Learning Rate Val Loss Val Acc Train Loss Train Acc
StarCoder 5 3.0×10−5 3.610 0.525 1.687 0.300
StarCoder 22 5.0×10−6 3.752 0.475 2.519 0.227
StarCoderBase 2 5.0×10−5 4.024 0.475 3.158 0.215
StarCoderBase 3 3.0×10−5 4.045 0.475 2.954 0.218

StarCoder is a fine-tuned version of StarCoderBase for Python. Although our training data

consists of Go code, StarCoder notably fine-tuned better than StarCoderBase on our training

data.

Table 7 below presents the fine-tuning results of the various CodeGen-Multi model sizes.

Interestingly, it seems that the largest CodeGen-Multi models fine-tuned worse on our data

*The actual loss may be slightly higher due to the included additional prompt tokens used for prompt-tuning.
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compared to the smaller variants. This may be caused by the increased complexity of training

larger models, which may require longer or other fine-tuning strategies.

Table 7: Fine-tuning CodeGen-Multi results (fp16 with max context length 2048)

Size LoRA Epoch Learning Rate Val Loss Val Acc Train Loss Train Acc
2B Yes 2 3.0×10−4 4.461 0.167 2.419 0.243
16B Yes 2 3.0×10−4 4.464 0.188 2.505 0.258
350M No 2 3.0×10−6 4.476 0.229 2.319 0.257
16B Yes 3 3.0×10−5 4.542 0.125 3.741 0.152
2B Yes 2 1.0×10−3 4.557 0.188 2.781 0.270
350M Yes 8 3.0×10−5 4.672 0.167 3.316 0.154
6B Yes 4 3.0×10−5 4.818 0.208 3.654 0.167
6B Yes 2 3.0×10−4 4.876 0.104 2.209 0.263

The CodeT5+ 770M and 220M models have a default maximum context length of 512, but a

context length of 2048 is also supported. Because there was no significant difference between a

context length of 512 and a context length of 2048 during fine-tuning, only the results with a

context length of 2048 are presented in the table below.

Table 8: Fine-tuning CodeT5+ results (fp16 with max context length 2×2048)

Size LoRA Epoch Learning Rate Val Loss Val Acc Train Loss Train Acc
770M No 3 1.05×10−5 2.589 0.511 1.097 0.647
220M No 8 3.0×10−6 2.788 0.500 1.732 0.571
220M No 1 3.0×10−5 2.834 0.500 2.535 0.471
770M No 12 1.0×10−6 2.917 0.522 1.821 0.600
16B Yes 2 3.0×10−4 4.682 0.271 1.824 0.619
6B Yes 2 3.0×10−4 5.233 0.229 2.228 0.575
2B Yes 2 3.0×10−4 5.335 0.167 2.297 0.538
16B Yes 5 3.0×10−5 5.372 0.250 2.619 0.583
2B Yes 7 3.0×10−5 5.380 0.188 2.342 0.540
6B Yes 5 3.0×10−5 5.629 0.229 3.026 0.549

The 770M model unexpectedly fine-tuned significantly better than the 16B model. This

difference may be caused by the architecture of the smaller models being fundamentally different

than the larger models as described in the background section.

Finally, the results of fine-tuning the CodeGen2.5 models are presented in Table 9. Be-

cause StarCoder fine-tuned better than StarCoderBase, we were also interested in fine-tuning

CodeGen2.5-mono, the fine-tuned version of CodeGen2.5 for Python.

Table 9: Fine-tuning CodeGen2.5 7B results (max context length 2048, LoRA enabled)

Model Type Epoch Learning Rate Val Loss Val Acc Train Loss Train Acc
mono bf16 2 3.0×10−4 3.939 0.229 2.676 0.224
multi bf16 2 3.0×10−4 4.569 0.146 2.605 0.228
mono bf16 4 3.0×10−5 4.861 0.125 3.366 0.183
multi bf16 4 3.0×10−5 4.920 0.104 3.713 0.120
multi fp16 4 3.0×10−5 4.924 0.104 3.768 0.114
mono fp16 4 3.0×10−5 5.069 0.083 3.426 0.188

Similar to StarCoder, the mono version of CodeGen2.5 fine-tuned better than the multi
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version. We also found that the bfloat16 floating-point format works best with CodeGen2.5.

However, the fine-tuning results do not present a good indication of its effectiveness in im-

proving seed generation in fuzzing. The next section describes the evaluation results comparing

the effectiveness of the fine-tuned models and the prompt-tuned base models.

5.2 Evaluation and prompt-tuning

This section presents an analysis of the collected metrics during fuzzing. The results are illus-

trated per method: fuzzing without seeds (base), fuzzing with manually crafted seeds (base-corp),

fuzzing with seeds generated by fine-tuned models (ft), and fuzzing with seeds generated by

prompt-tuned models (pt). In total libFuzzer has run 84 times per method (28 samples per test

case) with a timeout of 10 minutes per run. For the fine-tuned models, three duplicate results

per test case have been removed (because of turned-off sampling generation) resulting in 25

samples per test case.

To determine the improved (or decreased) fuzzing performance of a method compared to

the baseline, several two-tailed hypothesis tests are performed with significance level α= 0.05.

The results are divided into two groups: short fuzzing performance of 30 seconds and longer

fuzzing performance of 10 minutes, which is the timeout of the fuzzing runs. The results do not

include seed generation times as mentioned in the methods section. These are only shown per

model for configuration comparison and in the appendix.

Figure 4 presents the total percentage of runs when a bug was triggered (crash) during

fuzzing. Figure 5 presents the percentage of runs when a bug was triggered per test case. The

methods in bold perform significantly better (p < 0.05) compared to the baseline when fuzzing

for a maximum of 30 seconds. This is based on a two-proportion z-test, given the proportion of

bugs triggered with the best method pm and the proportion of bugs triggered with the baseline

pb with H0 : pm = pb and Ha : pm 6= pb .
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Figure 4: Total percentage of runs with a triggered bug (crash)
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Figure 5: Percentage of runs with a triggered bug (crash) per test case

There is no significant difference (p ≥ 0.05) between the baseline and other methods for the

number of triggered bugs within 10 minutes of fuzzing. This is also the case when looking at

the best results per test case. In fact, there is only a significant difference (p < 0.05) for the two

worst iban and flate methods, meaning they performed worse than the baseline when fuzzing

for a maximum of 10 minutes. Therefore, there is not enough evidence to suggest that the tested

methods can discover significantly more bugs within 10 minutes of fuzzing compared to the

baseline.

However, starcoderplus-pt and codegen-16B-multi-pt perform significantly better compared

to the baseline when fuzzing for only a maximum of 30 seconds. This suggests that fuzzing with

seeds generated by an LLM is more effective for shorter runs. However, this is excluding seed

generation time, and the number of crashes is constrained by the number of runs. Therefore, it

is also essential to consider the time it took to discover each bug and the type of bug, especially

for the least and most complex test cases.

The data containing the time until a bug is triggered contains timed-out runs. These are

right-censored observations, meaning that they are only partially known (the time is at least

10 minutes for the timed-out runs). A common method to include right-censored data for

comparison is using survival analysis by performing a two-tailed logrank test [4] comparing the

survival curves using the Kaplan-Meier estimator [33] to model the fuzzer’s survival function.

These curves represent the probability of not discovering a bug over time. The Kaplan-Meier

estimator has also been used in the Magma fuzzing benchmark [30].

Given the survival curve of a method Sm(t) and the survival curve of the baseline Sb(t) at

time t , performing a log-rank test with H0 : Sm(t ) = Sb(t ) and Ha : Sm(t ) 6= Sb(t ), does not reject

the null hypothesis (p ≥ 0.05) when comparing all test cases combined (for every method) with

a maximum fuzzing time of 10 minutes. However, there is a significant difference (p < 0.05) for
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some methods when comparing the survival curves of the clean_html and flate test cases. The

logrank test results of these methods together with the hazard ratio (HR) are presented in Table

10. The hazard ratio is calculated using the Cox proportional hazards model, a common method

to quantify the distance between the curves [50].

Table 10: Logrank test with 10 minutes fuzzing time

Test Case Method Test Statistic P-value Hazard Ratio
clean_html codegen-350M-multi-ft 6.471 0.011 0.483
clean_html codegen25-7b-multi-ft 6.748 0.009 2.068
clean_html codet5p-16b-ft 14.273 < 0.001 0.321
clean_html starcoderbase-pt 5.27 0.022 0.516
iban codet5p-16b-pt 10.084 0.001 2.500

The table reveals that only a few methods show a significant improvement in triggering a

bug faster. In fact, the methods with an hazard ratio in red (smaller than 1) perform significantly

worse compared to the baseline for the clean_html test case. Only codegen25-7b-multi-ft and

codet5p-16b-pt perform significantly better compared to the baseline for the clean_html and

iban test cases respectively. The hazard ratio is larger than 2, meaning that fuzzing using these

methods compared to the baseline results in triggering a bug at least twice as likely over the

entire fuzzing period. Figure 6 presents the survival curves of these methods together with the

confidence intervals.
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Figure 6: Kaplan-Meier survival curves of best-performing methods within 10 minutes

Most of the advantage is observed in the first few seconds, where the model generated seeds

that trigger a bug (almost) instantly. This is important when taking into account seed generation

time.

Unfortunately, a significant improvement in overall performance is only present when right-

censoring the data to only 30 seconds. Table 11 reveals that more methods per test case perform

significantly better when limiting the fuzzing time to 30 seconds.
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Table 11: Logrank test with 30 seconds fuzzing time

Test Case Method Test Statistic P-value Hazard Ratio
All codegen-16B-multi-pt 5.679 0.017 1.977
All starcoderplus-pt 6.772 0.009 2.083
clean_html codegen25-7b-multi-ft 7.53 0.006 2.508
clean_html codegen-6B-multi-pt 4.607 0.032 1.993
clean_html codet5p-16b-ft 4.601 0.032 0.390
iban starcoder-ft 13.612 < 0.001 7.456
iban codegen-16B-multi-pt 7.921 0.005 5.127
iban starcoderplus-pt 12.569 < 0.001 6.926
iban codegen-350M-multi-pt 4.914 0.027 3.876
iban codegen-6B-multi-ft 4.927 0.026 3.945
iban gpt-3.5-turbo-ft 6.543 0.011 4.634
iban codet5p-16b-pt 9.212 0.002 5.628
iban codet5p-16b-ft 5.088 0.024 4.018
iban base-corp 9.29 0.002 5.663
iban starcoderbase-pt 4.157 0.041 3.572

Figure 7 presents the survival curves of the best overall methods when fuzzing for only 30

seconds. Most of the advantage is again observed in the first few seconds. The overall advantage

of these methods becomes less significant when fuzzing for a longer period with the hazard ratio

approaching 1 (see Figure 19 in appendix).
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Figure 7: Kaplan-Meier survival curves of best-performing methods within 30 seconds

There is a relationship between the early triggering of bugs and the time it takes for a fuzzer

to reach the location of the bug. Figure 8 presents the average time it took until the location of

the iban bug was reached. Only the iban test case is shown because the differences in the other

test cases are negligible (see Table 15 in the appendix).

Because all runs reached the bug location and the variances are unequal, a Welch’s t-test

was performed. Given the mean of a method µm and the mean of the baseline µb , performing a

two-tailed Welch’s t-test with H0 :µm =µb and Ha :µm 6=µb , rejects the null hypothesis for the

methods in bold (p < 0.05).
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Figure 8: Average time until iban bug location reached

In most runs the bug location was reached within less than half a second, which suggests

that the introduced bugs in the test cases are not very deep. This does not necessarily mean that

the bugs are easy to find. For instance, the flate test case has lower reached times but the bug

was not quickly triggered. Determining when a bug location is reached is subjective because the

bug can be fixed at multiple points in the code.

Nevertheless, triggering a bug faster is not the only important aspect of fuzzing. Some runs

triggered a bug with an unexpected input. These inputs did not contain the elements of the

expected input that should fail the fuzzing test. The generated seeds of some models increased

the likelihood of the fuzzer creating an unexpected input that triggers a bug, as seen in the

following figures. This is interesting since LLMs are able to generate diverse inputs targeting

different potential bugs, and not just generating inputs for one specific potential bug. This

increases the fuzzer’s ability to discover a wider variety of bugs.

When performing the same two-proportion z-test, the difference compared to the baseline

is significant for the methods in bold in the following figures.
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Figure 9: Total percentage of runs with an unexpected input triggering a bug
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Figure 10: Percentage of runs with an unexpected input triggering a bug per test case

Interestingly, the results show that in most cases the fine-tuned models perform worse than

the prompt-tuned models. The best overall open-source models are prompt-tuned, while their

fine-tuned variants show worse performance. For the closed-source models, the fine-tuned

GPT-3.5 Turbo model performs slightly better than the prompt-tuned version, although the

difference is not significant. This may be caused by some limitations we encountered during

fine-tuning. This is further discussed in the conclusions section.
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5.3 Best model configurations and coverage

The quality of the seeds generated by the model depends on the used generation configuration.

The best configuration differs for each model and can be different for each fuzzing test case. The

results above indicate that the prompt-tuned CodeGen-Multi 16B model is the best overall model

for seed generation for Go based on our results. The used configurations for this model are

compared in the tables below. The content of the configuration files can be found in Appendix A.

Finally, the reached fuzzing coverage is compared to the baselines (with and without manually

crafted seeds) per test case. The configuration comparison and coverage of the other best-

performing models, including smaller models, can be found in Appendix D.

Table 12: Model configuration results for codegen-16B-multi-pt

Config Triggered Unexpected Avg Reached Avg Gen 10 Seeds
temp_0.6.json 8 4 86 ms 34.37 s
top_p_0.99.json 8 3 44 ms 29.3 s
temp_0.8.json 8 1 34 ms 33.55 s
top_p_0.75.json 8 1 54 ms 35.53 s
diverse_beam_search.json 8 1 152 ms 70.89 s
temp_0.2.json 6 3 94 ms 29.0 s
top_p_0.50.json 6 2 108 ms 41.4 s

Table 13: Prompt-tune configuration results for codegen-16B-multi-pt

Config Triggered Unexpected Avg Reached Avg Gen 10 Seeds
text_multi.json 14 3 56 ms 47.99 s
text.json 14 3 67 ms 30.23 s
code.json 13 6 116 ms 31.73 s
code_multi.json 11 3 87 ms 46.64 s

In Figure 11 the reached coverage is compared by plotting the coverage of every run over

time. For the iban test case, the number of features (which libFuzzer uses to evaluate coverage)

is plotted instead because of low coverage. This was caused by the fact that no (external) libraries

were instrumented for fuzzing the iban test case.
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Figure 11: Reached coverage per test case

Although higher coverage does not necessarily mean better fuzzing performance [6, 30], the

limited coverage of the baseline with manually crafted seeds is noticeably lower for the entire

10-minute fuzzing runs, while seeds generated by the model are not causing lower coverage.
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This could be attributed to the test case being complex, making it difficult for the fuzzer to reach

higher coverage when starting with seeds containing valid compression bytes. This means that

perfectly well-formed seeds may actually reduce the effectiveness of fuzzing complex test cases,

which has also been observed in previous research [17].

The coverage data is limited by the time taken to trigger a bug. Since most bugs are triggered

early with the model-generated seeds, a more detailed view of the first few seconds is necessary

to observe clearer differences. In Figure 12, the reached coverage is limited to the first three

seconds of the runs.
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Figure 12: First three seconds of reached coverage

In the fuzzing runs where the model’s generated seeds are used, a noticeable advantage

in coverage is seen compared to the baselines in the clean_html and iban test cases. Most

coverage is already reached in the first second. This corresponds with the survival curve of

codegen-16B-multi-pt shown in Figure 7, where most of the advantage is observed in the first

few seconds.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

The analyzed results show that the performance of state-of-the-art fuzzing in Go can be improved

using Transformer-based large language models for initial seed generation. We found that overall,

within the first 30 seconds of fuzzing, libFuzzer triggers a bug twice as likely with seeds generated

by the best-performing LLMs compared to fuzzing without seeds. The shorter the fuzzing

duration, the more significant this improvement becomes. Furthermore, we found significantly

more unexpected bugs, which are crashes caused by an input that does not contain the elements

of the expected input that should fail the fuzzing test. This revealed several new bugs in the

libraries containing the code used for the test cases, meaning that libFuzzer can discover a wider

variety of bugs more quickly when fuzzing with seeds generated by LLMs.

However, the significance of improvement heavily depends on the model used for seed

generation, the fuzzing test, and the specifications of the fuzzing machine. Overall, we found

that larger LLMs perform better, but since the advantage becomes less significant when fuzzing

for a longer period, there is a larger advantage when fuzzing for a shorter period using a fast

GPU to reduce seed generation times.

In practice, the fuzzing process can already start while generating seed files. The fuzzer

mostly utilizes the CPU, while seed generation utilizes the GPU. When seed generation is

completed, the fuzzing process can be restarted to use the generated seed files, or another

fuzzing process can be started to retain the progress of the running fuzzer reaching potentially

other parts of the program. Even when seed generation is slow, there could still be an advantage

since we found a significant improvement in discovering unexpected bugs. This means that the

fuzzer could discover bugs that may not be triggered when fuzzing without seed files.

Based on our results, the best-performing LLMs for seed generation in Go are the prompt-

tuned CodeGen-Multi 16B and prompt-tuned StarCoderPlus models. Interestingly, these both

outperform the closed-source GPT models, of which the fine-tuned GPT-3.5 Turbo PT version

performs the best. Some smaller open-source models, such as the fine-tuned CodeGen2.5 7B

multi and prompt-tuned CodeGen-Multi 350M models, do not show a significant improvement

overall, but they can still have a positive impact on fuzzing performance depending on the

fuzzing test.

Unfortunately, we failed to show any significant impact on fuzzing performance on fuzzing

tests requiring inputs that are uncommonly found in source code or the training dataset of

LLMs, such as compression bytes in our flate test case. We believe that our approach is more

effective in improving fuzzing performance when the source code and fuzzing inputs are similar

or related to the data the LLM was trained on. However, the insignificant improvement on our

flate test case could also be a result of our small sample size, limited fuzzing time, or the limited

number of generated seeds. Further research is required to confirm this by experimenting with

more and longer fuzzer runs and seeds.

We also failed to show that fine-tuning the open-source models for seed generation using our

training data further improves fuzzing performance. This may be caused by some limitations

we encountered during fine-tuning. One of these limitations is the small dataset size that was

used for fine-tuning the models. Another limitation is the use of common classification metrics

based on the expected output during fine-tuning. These metrics are accuracy and loss, which

did not correlate to the fuzzing performance of the models measured by triggered bugs and
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code coverage. These metrics were not applied during fine-tuning because of the complexity of

modifying the fine-tuning process of large language models and the resources required to do

this.

The differences between the metrics used for fine-tuning and the measured fuzzing per-

formance may be explained by arguing that seed generation in fuzzing is not a classification

task, but rather a conditional generation task. Seed generation in fuzzing requires a degree of

randomness, making it unsuitable for classification since multiple unique inputs can trigger the

same code path. This means that fuzzing performance metrics are more relevant for evaluating

and comparing models for DL-based seed generation in fuzzing. This may also explain why

classification metrics are rarely presented in previous related studies [71].

However, the worse performance of the fine-tuned models could also be attributed to the

fine-tuning method itself. The open-source models were fine-tuned differently than GPT-3.5

Turbo, where the PT version included embedded instructions within the prompt of each training

example that works best for the model prior to fine-tuning. This was done after fine-tuning the

open-source models because the fine-tuning API for GPT-3.5 Turbo was released later. Due to

time constraints, the open-source models have not been fine-tuned with embedded instructions

in the training data. Further research is required to see if this also positively affects the open-

source models to generate higher-quality seeds to further improve fuzzing performance.

Apart from fine-tuning, this study is also limited to the programming language Go. Our im-

plementation should also work with other programming languages, but we do not know to what

extent our implementation improves fuzzing performance in other programming languages. We

expect similar results in other programming languages if the model supports the used program-

ming language. However, there are significantly more fuzzers and LLMs that work with other

programming languages. Therefore, further research is required to know the effectiveness of

our implementation with other programming languages. It would especially be interesting to

see if our implementation could have a larger impact on fuzzing performance in more popular

languages where fuzzing is more common, such as C. There are also larger datasets available

in other programming languages such as C or Java that can be used for fine-tuning the models

for seed generation. Using these datasets during fine-tuning may result in a different outcome

compared to our dataset in Go.

In conclusion, our approach improves the performance of state-of-the-art fuzzing in Go

most effectively when seed generation is done next to fuzzing without seeds. Since LLMs are

currently an active research topic and newer models are frequently released, the effectiveness of

our approach may increase in the future when improved models are used in our implementation.

Newer models can easily be configured in our implementation, although fuzzing performance

needs to be re-evaluated when using these models.
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A Configurations

Inference configs

diverse_beam_search.json

"do_sample": false,
"temperature": 1.0,
"top_p": 1.0,
"diversity_penalty": 2.0,
"repetition_penalty": 2.0,
"presence_penalty": 2.0,
"num_beams": 10,
"num_beam_groups": 10

temp_t .json; t ∈ {0.2,0.6,0.8}

"do_sample": true,
"temperature": t,
"top_p": 1.0,
"diversity_penalty": 0.0,
"repetition_penalty": 1.0,
"presence_penalty": 1.0,
"num_beams": 1,
"num_beam_groups": 1

top_p_p.json; p ∈ {0.50,0.75,0.99}

"do_sample": true,
"temperature": 1.0,
"top_p": p,
"diversity_penalty": 0.0,
"repetition_penalty": 1.0,
"presence_penalty": 1.0,
"num_beams": 1,
"num_beam_groups": 1

Prompt-tune configs

code.json

"prefix": "You are a code completer.\n",
"suffix":
"\n```\nfunc TestBug() {\n\tinput := \"",
"stop": "\n",
"multi_vals": false,
"code_only": false

code_multi.json

"prefix": "Complete the code.\n",
"suffix":
"\n```\nfunc Test<count>Bugs() {\n\tinputs := []string{\"",
"stop": "}",
"multi_vals": true,
"code_only": false

text.json

"prefix": "Generate a bug input.\n",
"suffix": "\nA bug input: \"",
"stop": "\n",
"multi_vals": false,
"code_only": false

text_multi.json

"prefix": "Generate <count> bug inputs.\n",
"suffix": "\n<count> bug inputs:\n1. \"",
"multi_vals": true,
"code_only": false

code.json (code only)

"prefix": "",
"suffix":
"\n\nfunc TestBug() {\n\tinput := \"",
"stop": "\n",
"multi_vals": false,
"code_only": true

code_multi.json (code only)

"prefix": "",
"suffix":
"\n\nfunc Test<count>Bugs() {\n\tinputs := []string{\"",
"stop": "}",
"multi_vals": true,
"code_only": true

text.json (code only)

"prefix": "",
"suffix": "\n\n// A bug input: \"",
"stop": "\n",
"multi_vals": false,
"code_only": true

text_multi.json (code only)

"prefix": "",
"suffix": "\n\n// A list of <count> bug inputs:\n// 1. \"",
"stop": "func",
"multi_vals": true,
"code_only": true

gpt-3.5-turbo.json

"prefix": "Generate a bug input.",
"suffix": "",
"multi_vals": false,
"code_only": false
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Table 14: Model-specific configurations

Model FT Context Length PT Context Length PT Code Only
GPT-3.5 Turbo 4096 4096 No
GPT-4 N/A 8192 No
StarCoder 8192 8192 Yes
StarCoderBase 8192 8192 Yes
StarCoderPlus N/A 8192 No
CodeGen-Multi 350M 2048 2048 Yes
CodeGen-Multi 6B 2048 2048 Yes
CodeGen-Multi 16B 1200 1200 Yes
CodeT5+ 220M N/A 4096 Yes
CodeT5+ 770M 4096 4096 Yes
CodeT5+ 16B 4096 1050 Yes
InstructCodeT5+ N/A 1050 No
CodeGen2.5-Multi 2048 2048 Yes
CodeGen2.5-Mono 2048 N/A N/A
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B Source code evaluation test cases

The clean_html function sanitizes unsafe HTML elements, where we expect inputs containing

'<<', '>>', '&lt;', or '&gt;' to crash the fuzzing test if it results in a script tag. The iban test

case validates an IBAN, where we expect IBANs containing a hyphen character to cause a crash.

Finally, the flate fuzzing test checks for a decompression bomb, where a too-high compression

ratio causes a crash. We found with normal fuzzing that a small input with a minimum length of

19 bytes can crash this fuzzing test.

Only the relevant pieces of the source code are shown. The additional instrumentation at

the bug’s location is marked as a comment.

Listing 1: clean_html

1 func Fuzz(v string) int {
2 in := []types.Detail{
3 {Information: v},
4 }
5 actual := item.CleanHTML(in)
6 if strings.Contains(actual[0].Information, `<script>`) {
7 panic(`unexpected script tag`)
8 }
9 if strings.ContainsRune(actual[0].Information, '<') || strings.ContainsRune(

actual[0].Information, '>') {
10 return 1
11 }
12

13 return 0
14 }
15

16 // Package: item
17 // Uses external bluemonday package
18 func CleanHTML(details []types.Detail) []types.Detail {
19 p := bluemonday.Policy{}
20 re := regexp.MustCompile(`(?i)\<br ?\/?\>`)
21

22 cleaned := make([]types.Detail, len(details))
23 for i, d := range details {
24 d.Information = re.ReplaceAllString(d.Information, "\n")
25 d.Information = p.Sanitize(d.Information)
26 d.Information = html.UnescapeString(d.Information)
27 cleaned[i] = d
28 // Reached bug location
29 }
30 return cleaned
31 }

Listing 2: iban

1 func Fuzz(v string) int {
2 defer func() {
3 v := recover()
4 if v == `found special char in iban` {
5 panic(v)
6 }
7 }()
8
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9 if len(v) > 34 {
10 return -1
11 }
12

13 valid, _, _ := iban.IsCorrectIban(v)
14 if !valid {
15 return 0
16 }
17

18 v = runes.Remove(runes.In(unicode.Space)).String(v)
19 if strings.IndexFunc(v, special) != -1 {
20 panic("found special char in iban")
21 }
22

23 return 1
24 }
25

26 func special(r rune) bool {
27 return (r < 'A' || r > 'Z') && (r < 'a' || r > 'z') && (r < '0' || r > '9')
28 }
29

30 // Package: iban
31 // No external packages
32

33 // IsCorrectIban checks if the given iban number corresponds to the rules of a
valid iban number and also

34 // returns a properly formatted iban number string.
35 func IsCorrectIban(iban string) (isValid bool, wellFormated string, err error) {
36 var ibanConfig ibanCountry
37 ibanValid := false
38 wellFormated = ""
39 if len(iban) >= 15 { // Minimum length for IBAN
40 // Clean up string
41 iban = strings.ToUpper(strings.ReplaceAll(iban, " ", ""))
42

43 // Split string up
44 passedChars := len(iban)
45 passedCode, passedChecksum, passedBban := splitIbanUp(iban)
46 ibanConfig = countryList[passedCode]
47

48 if ibanConfig.chars > 0 {
49 if ibanConfig.chars == passedChars {
50 convertedIban := rearrangeIBAN(passedCode, passedChecksum,

passedBban)
51 convertedIban = convertCharToNumber(convertedIban)
52

53 if calculateModulo(convertedIban) == 1 {
54 ibanValid = true
55 wellFormated = splitTo4(iban)
56 }
57 } else {
58 return false, wellFormated, fmt.Errorf(
59 "%w: length (%s) does not match configuration length (%s)",
60 ErrInvalidIBAN,
61 strconv.Itoa(passedChars),
62 strconv.Itoa(ibanConfig.chars),
63 )
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64 }
65 } else {
66 return false, wellFormated, fmt.Errorf("%w: country <%s> is not in the

list", ErrInvalidIBAN, passedCode)
67 }
68 } else {
69 return false, wellFormated, fmt.Errorf("%w: passed <%s>", ErrInvalidIBAN,

iban)
70 }
71 return ibanValid, wellFormated, nil
72 }
73

74 func calculateModulo(iban string) int {
75 exit := false
76 tempIBAN := ""
77 rest := 0
78 for !exit {
79 if len(iban) > 9 {
80 tempIBAN = iban[0:9]
81

82 value, err := strconv.Atoi(tempIBAN)
83 if err != nil || value < -1 {
84 return -1
85 }
86 if tempIBAN[0] == '+' {
87 return -1
88 }
89 // Reached bug location if value < 0
90

91 rest = (value % 97)
92 iban = strconv.Itoa(rest) + iban[9:]
93 } else {
94 tempIBAN = iban
95

96 value, err := strconv.Atoi(tempIBAN)
97 if err != nil {
98 return -1
99 }

100

101 rest = (value % 97)
102 exit = true
103 }
104 }
105 return rest
106 }

Listing 3: flate

1 func Fuzz(compressed []byte) (ret int) {
2 defer func() {
3 v := recover()
4 if v == `too high ratio` {
5 panic(v)
6 }
7 if v != nil {
8 ret = -1
9 }
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10 }()
11

12 decompressed := util.Decompress(compressed)
13 if len(decompressed)/len(compressed) > 100 {
14 panic(`too high ratio`)
15 }
16

17 return 0
18 }
19

20 // Package: util
21 // Uses flate package in standard library
22

23 // Decompress decompress []byte using flate
24 func Decompress(in []byte) []byte {
25 decompressor := flate.NewReader(bytes.NewReader(in))
26

27 buf := new(bytes.Buffer)
28 if _, err := io.Copy(buf, decompressor); err != nil {
29 panic(err)
30 }
31 _ = decompressor.Close()
32

33 // Reached bug location
34

35 return buf.Bytes()
36 }
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C Seed generation times

The seed generation times presented below include the time taken for model initialization. For

the GPT models, the generation times are measured by the duration of the API calls.

C.1 OpenAI’s API
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Figure 13: Average time to generate 10 seeds
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Figure 14: Average time to generate 10 seeds per test case

C.2 A100 GPU
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Figure 15: Average time to generate 10 seeds

*The generation times of starcoderplus-pt may have been affected by a bug causing the model to sometimes
continue running after generating the seeds by missing the stop token. The seeds were not regenerated since it did
not affect the output or fuzzing results because the output was truncated until the stop token. This bug was only
present when this model was executed.
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Figure 16: Average time to generate 10 seeds per test case

C.3 Fuzzing machine without GPU

The specifications of the fuzzing machine are described in Table 4.
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Figure 18: Average time to generate 10 seeds per test case
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D Other evaluation results

Table 15: Reached bug location and average time until reached

Name Combined clean_html iban flate
starcoderplus-pt 100% 51 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 111 ms 100% 23 ms
base-corp 100% 56 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 134 ms 100% 15 ms
gpt-3.5-turbo-ft 100% 72 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 175 ms 100% 22 ms
gpt-3.5-turbo-pt 100% 73 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 177 ms 100% 22 ms
starcoder-ft 100% 75 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 186 ms 100% 21 ms
codegen-16B-multi-ft 100% 78 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 193 ms 100% 21 ms
codegen-16B-multi-pt 100% 82 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 203 ms 100% 22 ms
instructcodet5p-16b-pt 100% 87 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 218 ms 100% 22 ms
codegen25-7b-multi-pt 100% 88 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 224 ms 100% 23 ms
codet5p-220m-pt 100% 91 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 232 ms 100% 21 ms
starcoderbase-pt 100% 93 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 238 ms 100% 22 ms
codet5p-16b-pt 100% 97 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 251 ms 100% 21 ms
gpt-4-pt 100% 98 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 253 ms 100% 21 ms
codet5p-770m-pt 100% 100 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 261 ms 100% 21 ms
codegen-350M-multi-pt 100% 102 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 266 ms 100% 23 ms
starcoder-pt 100% 106 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 278 ms 100% 21 ms
codegen25-7b-mono-ft 100% 108 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 285 ms 100% 21 ms
starcoderbase-ft 100% 112 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 296 ms 100% 21 ms
codegen-6B-multi-ft 100% 113 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 295 ms 100% 24 ms
codegen25-7b-multi-ft 100% 120 ms 100% 19 ms 100% 319 ms 100% 22 ms
codegen-6B-multi-pt 100% 123 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 329 ms 100% 22 ms
codegen-350M-multi-ft 100% 127 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 340 ms 100% 22 ms
codet5p-16b-ft 100% 127 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 339 ms 100% 23 ms
codet5p-770m-ft 100% 129 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 347 ms 100% 21 ms
base 100% 167 ms 100% 18 ms 100% 460 ms 100% 22 ms
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Figure 19: Extended Kaplan-Meier survival curves for best-performing methods within 30 seconds
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D.1 starcoderplus-pt

Table 16: Model configuration results for starcoderplus-pt

Config Triggered Unexpected Avg Reached Avg Gen 10 Seeds*

temp_0.8.json 8 2 94 ms 146.09 s
top_p_0.99.json 8 1 32 ms 66.43 s
diverse_beam_search.json 8 1 32 ms 290.7 s
top_p_0.75.json 8 1 49 ms 134.18 s
temp_0.6.json 8 0 49 ms 171.78 s
temp_0.2.json 7 2 40 ms 195.66 s
top_p_0.50.json 7 2 59 ms 195.76 s

Table 17: Prompt-tune configuration results for starcoderplus-pt

Config Triggered Unexpected Avg Reached Avg Gen 10 Seeds*

text_multi.json 16 3 82 ms 188.09 s
text.json 13 3 33 ms 167.64 s
code.json 13 2 42 ms 167.69 s
code_multi.json 12 1 45 ms 162.63 s
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Figure 20: First three seconds of reached coverage

D.2 gpt-3.5-turbo-ft

Table 18: Model configuration results for gpt-3.5-turbo-ft

Config Triggered Unexpected Avg Reached Avg Gen 10 Seeds
top_p_0.99.json 9 2 73 ms 7.87 s
temp_0.8.json 8 3 81 ms 7.79 s
temp_0.6.json 8 2 70 ms 7.74 s
temp_0.2.json 8 1 89 ms 7.3 s
top_p_0.75.json 7 2 67 ms 8.19 s
top_p_0.50.json 5 1 50 ms 7.7 s
diverse_beam_search.json 1 1 71 ms 2.6 s

*See footnote C.2.
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Figure 21: First three seconds of reached coverage

D.3 codegen25-7b-multi-ft

Table 19: Model configuration results for codegen25-7b-multi-ft

Config Triggered Unexpected Avg Reached Avg Gen 10 Seeds
temp_0.8.json 7 3 80 ms 34.44 s
temp_0.2.json 7 2 85 ms 33.13 s
top_p_0.99.json 7 2 97 ms 36.7 s
top_p_0.75.json 7 1 150 ms 36.9 s
top_p_0.50.json 6 1 111 ms 34.94 s
temp_0.6.json 6 1 132 ms 34.2 s
diverse_beam_search.json 2 0 394 ms 44.86 s
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Figure 22: First three seconds of reached coverage

D.4 codegen-350M-multi-pt

Note that the generation times of codegen-350M-multi-pt are much longer compared to other

models because the seeds were not generated on the A100 GPU.
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Table 20: Model configuration results for codegen-350M-multi-pt

Config Triggered Unexpected Avg Reached Avg Gen 10 Seeds
temp_0.6.json 9 0 96 ms 134.56 s
top_p_0.99.json 8 1 71 ms 168.44 s
temp_0.2.json 8 1 129 ms 174.29 s
diverse_beam_search.json 8 0 102 ms 568.0 s
top_p_0.50.json 7 0 92 ms 223.69 s
temp_0.8.json 6 2 97 ms 128.0 s
top_p_0.75.json 5 1 129 ms 217.23 s

Table 21: Prompt-tune configuration results for codegen-350M-multi-pt

Config Triggered Unexpected Avg Reached Avg Gen 10 Seeds
text_multi.json 14 1 99 ms 275.37 s
code_multi.json 13 3 112 ms 264.49 s
text.json 13 1 100 ms 176.31 s
code.json 11 0 99 ms 206.24 s
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Figure 23: First three seconds of reached coverage
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